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Abstract

Multi-mode morphing of pneumatic soft actuators using

strain hardening or phase transition

Han Bi Jeong

Department of Mechanical Engineering

The Graduate School

Seoul National University

Soft actuators provide an attractive means for locomotion, grip-

ping, and deployment of those machines and robots used in the

fields of biomedicine, wearable electronics and automated manu-

facturing. In this study, we focus on the shape-morphing ability

of soft actuators made of pneumatic networks (pneu-net), which

are easy to fabricate with inexpensive elastomers and to actuate

using air pressure. As most of pneu-net systems morph into a

single designated state, achieving multi-mode morphing has sig-

nified multiple inputs of air pressure, making the system highly

complex and hard to control. We introduce two pneumatic sys-

tems capable of multi-mode morphing using only a single input

pressure.

First, we show that by combining pneu-net modules of different

materials and geometry, while harnessing the strain-hardening

characteristics of elastomers to prevent over-inflation, we can



achieve sequential multi-mode morphing. We provide a theo-

retical framework to not only predict the shape evolution of

pneu-nets as pressure increases, but also design them to se-

quentially bend, stretch, and twist at distinct pressures. We

also show that exploiting the strain-hardening effect and using

our design strategy enables a single pneu-net device to carry out

multiple functions such as grabbing and turning a light bulb, or

holding and lifting a jar.

Second, by embedding a stiffness programmable layer (SPL)

into the top wall of a pneu-net, we develop a multi-mode mor-

phing pneu-net using the stiffness difference of solids and liquids

by using phase-transition. We first use theoretical analysis of

a trilayer beam where the top and bottom beams are made of

elastomer. By changing the material in the middle layer (gas,

liquid, solid), we show how the effective stiffness changes. For

fluids, the middle layer has minimal effect on the effective stiff-

ness of the structure, whereas solids greatly increase the effec-

tive stiffness. Then, we experimentally show for a unit cell with

an embedded SPL that air and water encapsulated in the SPL

can easily deform, whereas ice encapsulated in the SPL can

resist deformation at the same pressure. We then proceed to

show applications of our idea to achieve multi-mode morphing

through using different liquids by using a capillary burst valve to

show different designs depending on the liquid’s surface tension.

Then, we show a cylindrical multi-mode morphing device capa-

ble of bending, stretching and forming into different shapes such

as a dumbbell. Finally, we show an environmentally-responsive

pixelated pneu-net which uses environmental heat to melt spe-

cific regions to liquid which enables us to show different shapes

and letters when actuated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Soft materials have unique mechanical properties which differentiates

soft robots from conventional robots. This thesis demonstrate novel ap-

proaches to exploit the advantages of soft robots in the form of multi-mode

morphing without increasing the number of input sources for ease of control.

In §1.2, we first introduce the research backgrounds and the motivations

of soft actuators powered by various stimuli, and focus on the background

knowledge of pneumatic actuators in particular. Then in Chapter 2, we

demonstrate dual curvature using the strain-hardening effect of elastomer.

We present a simple yet versatile design methodology to sequentially morph

a soft robot using only a single input source. Through numerical analysis

and experiments, we demonstrate sequential multi-mode morphing by con-

trolling material and geometry. Potential applications of our device include

a gripper capable of gripping and rotating a light bulb, a self-standing

crawler, and sealing then moving a jar from an unwanted environment. In

Chapter 3, we present a pneu-net device with an embedded stiffness pro-

grammable layer (SPL) to achieve multi-mode morphing using liquid-solid

phase transition. Using a simple trilayer beam, we theoretically show the

difference of effective stiffness between fluid and solid inside the SPL layer.
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1.2 Backgrounds and motivations

Then, we experimentally show how a reprogrammable multi-mode morph-

ing system can be made using phase transition in the SPL layer. We show

that an environmentally responsive system can be made to morph numer-

ous times which is unconventional for a pneumatic system using only a

single input source. Finally, we summarize our research and provide future

works in Chapter 4.

1.2 Backgrounds and motivations

Soft robots are ideal for shape-morphing owing to their flexibility, light

weight, and response to external stimuli. This enables them to achieve a

variety of tasks, such as grasping delicate objects (Park et al., 2020), moving

on various terrains (Hu et al., 2018; Marchese et al., 2014; Shepherd et al.,

2011), or changing color for camouflage (Kim et al., 2022; Li et al., 2021a;

Morin et al., 2012). The unique mechanical properties of soft materials

differentiate from conventional hard materials used in rigid robots, giving it

a dominant edge where softness is required. Soft actuators have been driven

using various mechanisms such as swelling through chemicals (Lee & Konst,

2014; Wang et al., 2020), thermal responsive materials (Yu et al., 2013;

Zhang et al., 2016), using dielectric elastomers (Gu et al., 2017; Pelrine

et al., 2000), magnetic responsive materials (Alapan et al., 2020; Dong

et al., 2022; Kim et al., 2018), or pneumatically actuated chambers (Hawkes

et al., 2017; Shah et al., 2021; Vasios et al., 2020). We introduce various

stimuli-responsive soft actuators that change their shape.

Soft actuators using various mechanisms

A chemical responsive soft actuator was developed using elastic organogels

synthesized through ring-opening polymerization for shape morphing. A

long-chain epoxide monomer is polymerized into a crosslinking fluoro-network.

Without any structural design or surface patterning, organic solvents, such

as ethanol, can be dropped on the organogel surface to trigger in-situ

swelling, leading to shape morphing. Through various droplet placements,

2



1.2 Backgrounds and motivations

different morphologies such as ’V’ shape bending, ’S’ shape bending, ’rake’

shape, ’manta’ shape, and ’roof’ shape can be achieved (Fig. 1.1A) (Wang

et al., 2020).

Using an array of electrodes embedded within thermoresponsive poly(N-

isopropylacrylamide) hydrogel, a soft actuator responsive to heat was devel-

oped. Depending on the temperature, different portions of a hemispherical

shell can swell to change the shape, and deswell when cooled. This leads

to the hemispherical shell to buckle and return to its original symmetrical

shape after heat is removed (Fig. 1.1B) (Yu et al., 2013).

Actuators responsive to electricity were also developed using dielectric

elastomers to produce strains when voltage is applied. Manufacturing a soft

actuator with electrodes embedded inside them enables the top electrode

to stretch, producing area expansion and thus, shape change (Fig. 1.1C)

(Pelrine et al., 2000).

Remote untethered control of soft actuators were developed using change

in the magnetic field. Using a magnetic field and magnetic responsive mate-

rial to make the actuator, various shape morphing can be achieved. Design-

ing magnetically active and inactive segments, an untethered soft crawling

robot capable of grasping and moving objects was demonstrated (Fig. 1.1D)

(Kim et al., 2018).

Pneumatic networks (pneu-nets) using air pressure for shape morph

have also been reported. Using the difference in stiffness of the actuator,

pneu-nets can be designed to crawl using bending, roll or climb. A soft

robot using multiple pneumatic channels capable of crawling up an inclined

surface or rolling side to side has been demonstrated (Fig. 1.1E) (Shah et al.,

2021).

However, soft actuators often require a long actuation time, or is difficult

to control if morphing complexity is increased. For example, pneu-nets

have rapid and powerful actuation, but are only capable of morphing once

into a single designated state upon inflation, lacking the ability to morph

into different shapes. Therefore, we aimed to preserve the advantage of

3



1.2 Backgrounds and motivations

rapid and powerful actuation of pneu-nets, while increasing the morphing

complexity only using a single input, making it easy to control.

Multi-modal morphing systems

Conventional methods of increasing deformation modes and functions

of soft actuators have relied on increasing the number of external stimuli

(extra pumps, more valves, etc.) (Shah et al., 2021; Vasios et al., 2020) or

changing the environment to use different types of mechanisms (Han et al.,

2022) have led to higher costs and control complexity.

Similar to inflating a balloon, pneumatic actuators inflate to a final

predetermined shape. Increasing the pressure does not result in a different

shape, but only increases the degree of morphing (for example, bending

angle can change, but the actuator cannot twist). Designing a soft robot

by combining multiple pneu-nets and activating each pneu-net separately

have been the common approach to achieve multi-modal morphing pneu-

nets. However, this approach makes the system more complex and harder

to control.

Recently, multi-modal morphing pneu-nets have been developed with-

out using multiple inputs. Using interconnecting tubes to connect individ-

ual pneu-nets to each other which is connected to a single pressure supply,

sequential morphing can be achieved. By controlling the geometry of the

interconnecting tubes and each pneu-net, one pneu-net can activate first,

then the air can be moved to the next pneu-net and so forth to achieve

sequential morphing (Fig. 1.2A) (Vasios et al., 2020).

Integrating pneu-nets and origami has also been a means to achieve

multi-modal morphing. Increasing the pressure to a moderately high pres-

sure will unfold the structure to morph once, then increasing the pressure

more will stretch the soft elastic walls, enabling it to morph once more.

Applications of this method enables a soft robot to move left first, then

right, or can be used as a crawling robot or a gripper (Fig. 1.2B) (Kim

et al., 2019).
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1.2 Backgrounds and motivations

Using multiple types of stimuli to achieve multi-modal morphing have

also been achieved. Using a hybrid material that can respond to both

magnetic field change and photothermal stimuli has been developed using

superparamagnetic particles and light-responsive joints. The magnetic field

is used to exert force on the robot, whereas a light field enables selective

deformation of specific joints. Using dual-field coupling manipulation, a

crab robot is made to move with high degree of freedom (Fig. 1.2C) (Han

et al., 2022).

Another example of using multiple stimuli to achieve multi-modal mor-

phing can be done through using a bilayer that responds to both electricity

and humidity. Using hygroscopic contraction and thermal expansion of each

layer, the actuator can bend when a voltage is given. Humidity can also be

used to activate the actuator to bend. In this case, it can be said that the

actuator can bend using either stimuli (Fig. 1.2D) (Amjadi & Sitti, 2016)

Increasing the morphing complexity without to achieve multi-modal

morphing without having to use multiple stimuli or increased number of

inputs has many advantages. The constraint of having to be in a specific

environment, or the issue of high cost in making the system can be a few

disadvantages. Also, requiring a lengthy and costly manufacturing process

can also be a big downside (Kim et al., 2019). We aimed to develop a soft

device that can morph more than once, while keeping the manufacturing

process identical to that of a normal pneu-net and only using a single input

source to keep control complexity low.
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1.2 Backgrounds and motivations

D

BA

E

C

Figure 1.1: Various soft actuators driven by different mechanisms to change

their shape. Soft actuators that respond to chemical (A), thermal (B),

electrical (C), magnetic (D), and pneumatic (E) mechanisms to change

their shape. A, B, C, D, and E are adapted from (Wang et al., 2020), (Yu

et al., 2013), (Pelrine et al., 2000), (Kim et al., 2018) and (Shah et al.,

2021), respectively.
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1.2 Backgrounds and motivations

BA

DC

Figure 1.2: Multi-modal morphing actuators using pneumatic actuation

and interconnecting tubes (A), origami integrated with pneu-nets (B), mag-

netic responsive material and photothermal stimulus (C), and a bilayer that

responds to both electricity and humidity (D). A, B, C, and D are adapted

from (Vasios et al., 2020), (Kim et al., 2019), (Han et al., 2022), and (Am-

jadi & Sitti, 2016), respectively.
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Chapter 2

Multi-mode morphing of

pneumatic networks using

strain-hardening

Shape morphing soft actuators can be made using different types of

materials and respond to numerous stimuli. We focus on soft actuators

made of pneumatic networks, which are easy to fabricate with inexpensive

elastomers that have fast actuation. It is widely perceived that a single

pneu-net morphs into a single designated state, making the pneu-net sys-

tem complicated to achieve multi-mode morphing. Using only a single

input, we achieve multi-mode morphing by combining pneu-net modules of

different materials and geometry, by exploiting the strain-hardening effect

of elastomers to prevent over-inflation. Using our theoretical model, we

propose a design strategy that can be used to sequentially bend, stretch,

and twist. We also show various applications such as grabbing and turning

a light bulb, and holding and lifting a jar.

In §2.1, we provide a brief introduction to our research. Then, we

introduce our mechanical model of hyperelastic elastomers to control the

onset of morphing by modulating stiffness in §2.2. By combining pneu-nets

8



2.1 Introduction

of different materials, we use numerical simulations to show how bending–

twisting multi-mode morphing pneu-nets can be made and verify them

through experiments in §2.3. Then in §2.4, using only a single material,

we show that combining pneu-nets of different thicknesses can be used for

stretching–bending multi-mode morphing pneu-nets. In §2.5, we combine

pneu-nets of different air chamber geometries to show bending–bending

multi-mode morphing pneu-nets. Finally, we summarize our research in

§2.6.

2.1 Introduction

Shape-morphing of physical objects in response to external stimuli has

recently emerged as an essential technology for soft robotics (Dong et al.,

2019; Zhang et al., 2021), flexible electronics (Deng et al., 2019; Hao et al.,

2022), and smart architecture (Melancon et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021b).

Although novel in artificial systems, shape-morphing has played a pivotal

role in survival and prosperity of some animals and most of plants through

millions of years of evolution. A number of biological morphing behaviors

and structures have already been emulated by artificial actuators, including

folding of mimosa leaves (Su et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2018), snapping of

Venus flytraps (Esser et al., 2020; Forterre et al., 2005), circumnutation of

tendrils (Gerbode et al., 2012; Must et al., 2019), and bending or coiling of

seed awns (Elbaum et al., 2007; Evangelista et al., 2011; Shin et al., 2018).

Besides these organisms exhibiting a single mode of shape change, there are

creatures capable of multiple modes of shape morphing, which have defied

mimicry by soft actuation technologies thus far. For instance, cuttlefish

can change into a variety of shapes depending on the surrounding environ-

ments for camouflage (Allen et al., 2010, 2014; Panetta et al., 2017), and

cone snail can extend its proboscis to paralyze and tether its prey fish, then

proceed to engulf it using its rostrum (Olivera et al., 1985, 2015). Just as

the multi-mode morphing has conferred extreme flexibility and function-

ality upon those animals, it would enable unprecedented applications of

9



2.1 Introduction

soft machines, such as multi-purpose transformable soft robots for medi-

cal surgery (Piskarev et al., 2022), exploration of unknown environments

(Hawkes et al., 2017; Shah et al., 2021), and rescue tasks (Hawkes et al.,

2017; Naclerio et al., 2017).

Combining multiple soft actuation systems activated by distinct stimuli

(e.g., light and humidity) was demonstrated previously (Li et al., 2021a),

but the fabrication and operation processes are complicated, and costly,

and thus may lead to defects and errors. Here we present a simple but

versatile design methodology to achieve sequential multi-mode morphing

of soft machines using a single-input, thereby eliminating complex wiring,

plumbing and multiple stimulation devices. Our approach is based on a

pneumatic network, which is easy to fabricate, fast in response, capable

of generating forces of a wide range of magnitude, and scalable (Melancon

et al., 2021).

Our key idea to sequential multi-mode morphing in a simple manner

comes from a fact that a softer part in pneu-net will deform prior to a stiffer

region when pressurized simultaneously. We also need to make sure that the

softer part, which has initiated swelling earlier, does not over-expand in the

course of the stiffer part’s swelling in order to achieve targeted morphology

while preventing disruption. In this work, we provide pneu-net systems

with contrast in stiffness embodied by combining networks of different wall

thicknesses or materials of different elastic moduli. Over-expansion of softer

part is suppressed by exploiting the strain-hardening effect of the softer

elastomers, which is tuned to arise at the activation pressure of the stiffer

part.

Pneumatic actuators have been researched to create different morpholo-

gies rather than using the actuators for its application purposes such as a

gripper or a actuator capable to withstanding or applying a certain amount

of force. Some examples of shape focused pneu-nets can be seen in Fig. 2.1.

Fig. 2.1A shows a pneu-net with multiple input cables which inflate to bend

different regions to create different morphologies that can be used to grasp

different objects such as a flower, horseshoe shape, or a curvy S shaped

10



2.1 Introduction

A C

B

Figure 2.1: Pneu-net actuators focused on shape change have been re-

searched to create (A) multiple curvatures, (B) various morphologies using

radial channel density control, (C) and different types of morphing using

kirigami. A, B, C are adapted from (Martinez et al., 2012), (Siéfert et al.,

2019), (Belding et al., 2018), respectively.
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2.1 Introduction

cardboard (Martinez et al., 2012). Fig. 2.1B shows different complex mor-

phologies created by modulating the radial channel density to create shapes

like a pyramid or even a human face (Siéfert et al., 2019). Fig. 2.1C shows

a pneumatic actuator using kirigami sheets to control how the actuator

will morph upon inflation. We can observe that depending on the kirigami

design, the actuator can be designed to contract, elongate, bend, or rotate

(Belding et al., 2018).

Although these pneu-nets can be used as a gripper such as Fig. 2.1A to

hold different objects, the research paper focused on showing shape change

through different methods proposed in each paper. They did not conduct

any force measurements as their aim was to introduce their approach to

create different morphologies using the idea of pneu-nets. Similarly, in the

following, we focus on creating a shape morphing pneu-net using a novel

approach and introduce some potential applications using our proposed

method without any force measurements.

Although we did not conduct any force measurements in the following

sections, we can refer to previous research to know the scale of force made

from similar silicone based elastomers as the one used in this thesis. We

can observe for elastomers Dragonskin 20 and 30 as shown in Fig. 2.2A

and B, for the pressure range of 30 - 70 kPa, the block force is in the

magnitude of 0.1 to 0.4 N (Sachin et al., 2022). Similarly, the block force

for another pneu-net made from Dragonskin 30 was measured using a force

sensor shown in Fig. 2.2C which shows a magnitude of blocked force up to 2

N at a pressure of 70 kPa. Depending on the angle of the oblique channels,

the blocked force differs which is shown by the colored lines.

Moreover, in table 2.1, a comprehensive force evaluation of different

pneu-nets made of different materials was conducted by (?). If we observe

numbers 1, 2 and 3 in the table, for similar actuator lengths, the resistive

force is roughly 1 N between 40 - 80 kPa. For number 4, Dragon Skin

10 at 240 kPa has a resistive force of 3.5 N. If the internal pressure of the

actuator is increased, the resistive force will increase as well as the pneu-net

will exert a greater force. Therefore, as the elastomers used in this thesis

12
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Figure 2.2: Blocked force versus pressure graph for (A) Dragonskin 20 and

(B) 30. Blocked force versus pressure for another Dragonskin 30 pneu-net.

A and B are adapted from (Sachin et al., 2022), and C is adapted from

(Zhang & Oseyemi, 2022).
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2.1 Introduction

Actuator

length

(mm)

Material Shore

hard-

ness

Internal

pressure

required

(kPa)

Resistive

force

(N)

Testing

procedure

1 88 Dragon

Skin 30

30 80 0.4∼0.9 Tip force

analysis

2 70 Ecoflex 30 30 40 1.04 Pneunet

tested on

linear rail

3 60 Ecoflex 30 30 80 ∼1 Tip force

analysis

4 60 Dragon

Skin 10

10 ∼240 3.5 Tip force

analysis

5 174 RTV2

rubber(Duo-

caihani881)

30 80 0.8 Tip force

analysis

6 116 RTV2 rub-

ber(Elastosil

M4601)

28 43 0.91 Tip force

analysis

7 170 Fibre-

reinforced

RTV2 rub-

ber(Elastosil

M4601)

28 60 0.9 Tip force

analysis

Table 2.1: Comprehensive force evaluation of PneuNet actuators: A com-

parative analysis of force output across similar lengths and diverse internal

pressure regimes adapted from (Singh et al., 2023).
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2.2 Strain-hardening effect

was mainly Ecoflex 30 and Dragon Skin 10 and 30, we can expect our

actuators to exert a similar magnitude of force (scale of 1 N) at a pressure

range of approximately 50 - 100 kPa.

In the following, we first explain the mechanical model for the activa-

tion condition for a pneu-net, which forms the basis of sequential morphing

via strain-hardening. We then present design and demonstration of vari-

ous multi-mode morphing pneu-nets, including those combining networks

of different-modulus materials and of different thicknesses, which can se-

quentially perform bending-twisting, stretching-bending or bending defor-

mations of opposite curvatures. We show that these multi-mode morphing

pneu-net schemes enable a single device to carry out multiple functions

with a single pressure input.

2.2 Strain-hardening effect

Some materials exhibit strain-hardening effect, which is the the process

of making a metal harder and stronger through plastic deformation. For

example, in Fig. 2.3A, the change in modulus or the gradient of a stress-

strain curve for manganese steel was observed (Adler et al., 1986). Initially,

as strain is increased, stress increases steeply, then the gradient of the stress-

strain graph decreases for strain values of approximately 0.12 - 0.18. Then,

as strain is further increased to strain values of 0.24 and above, the gradient

of the curve increases, which is described as the strain-hardening effect.

Another example can be seen for various metals which show the strain-

hardening effect more clearly as we can see in Fig. 2.3B. This graph shows

the stress-strain curve for deformed copper, showing a S-shaped curve

(Kleemola & Nieminen, 1974). Initially at low strains, stress increases

slowly. Then at moderate strain values, stress starts to increase rapidly.

Finally, at larger strain values, stress stagnates and increases very slowly.

The middle part where stress increases rapidly in comparison to the corre-

sponding strain refers to the strain-hardening effect as the material exhibits
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Figure 2.3: Strain-hardening effect observed in (A) manganese steel, (B)

copper, (C) steel, and (D) thermoplastics. A, B, C, D are adapted from

(Adler et al., 1986), (Kleemola & Nieminen, 1974), (Gutierrez-Urrutia &

Raabe, 2012) and (Haward, 1993), respectively.
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2.2 Strain-hardening effect

hardening behavior as strain increases which is evident in the increase in

gradient of the stress-strain graph.

Rather than expressing the material characteristic of metals to harden

as they are strained through a stress-strain graph, researchers have also

shown strain-hardening as stress is increased which is shown in Fig. 2.3C

for steel (Gutierrez-Urrutia & Raabe, 2012). We can observe in region B,

strain-hardening is increased as stress is increased.

Apart from metals, strain-hardening behavior has also been observed in

various thermoplastics as shown in Fig. 2.3D (Haward, 1993). For instance,

we can observe the strain-hardening behavior of high density polyethylene

(HDPE), where the gradient increases steeply as strain increases which is

also evident in other thermoplastics shown in Fig. 2.3D.

Although the term strain-hardening originated from the hardening of

metals as it goes through plastic deformation, researchers have observed

similar behaviors in other materials such as in thermoplastics. Recently,

with the introduction of soft materials and soft robots, similar shapes of

stress-strain curves for rubbers and elastomers have been studied, and the

term ’strain-hardening’ have been applied to newer materials.

Here, we introduce a few soft materials exhibiting strain-hardening be-

havior, from rubber which is very well known and studied, to relatively new

materials.

Stress-strain curve of polyurethane elastomers shown in Fig. 2.4A which

shows the material characteristics under tensile strain for pyridinedimethanol

(PDM) (Li et al., 2021b). This graph shows the mechanical properties of

different R values of PDM. We can observe that except for the black line

representing PDM-2.1, the other elastomers all show significant strain hard-

ening which is evident through the increase in gradient of the graph as strain

increases. This shows that it gets increasingly harder to produce the same

strain as it requires a greater stress, showing that the material hardens with

strain. The difference between strain-hardening of metals and soft materi-

als that have been recently developed lies in the amount of strain that is

produced. We observe that for the green, blue and red lines, this material is
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Figure 2.4: Strain-hardening effect observed in (A) polyurethane elas-

tomers, (B) single chain polymer nanoparticles, (C) vulcanized rubber, and

(D) rubbery materials. A, B, C, D are adapted from (Li et al., 2021b),

(Galant et al., 2019), (Treloar, 1944) and (Swamynathan et al., 2022), re-

spectively.
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capable of stretching beyond 15 times its original length, making it suitable

to be used as a deformable material for soft robots.

Fig. 2.4B shows the stress-strain curve of single chain polymer nanopar-

ticles with different amounts of crosslinks between them with the lowest

degree of intramolecular crosslinks for E1, to the highest for E4 (Galant

et al., 2019). The shape of this graph is in the shape of a S-shaped curve

which has the characteristics of undergoing regions of strain-softening (re-

quires less stress to produce the same strain) and strain-hardening (requires

more stress to produce the same strain). Initially, the material requires a

large amount of stress to produce even the smallest strain. Then, the ma-

terial undergoes region of strain-softening which is evident by looking at

the decrease in gradient. As strain is increased to values beyond 0.6, we

can observe the gradient increasing back up, showing its strain-hardening

properties.

The strain-hardening properties of rubber is very well known and stud-

ied which we can see through Fig. 2.4C, which clearly explains the different

characteristics of vulcanized rubber (Treloar, 1944). This research was pub-

lished a long time a go, showing that the S-shaped curve and the property of

rubber which undergoes regions of strain-softening and hardening was well

studied. We can see that this shape is similar in the sense that it has re-

gions of gradient decreasing and increasing as the one shown in Fig. 2.4B,

which shows that although the material is different, they exhibit similar

properties.

Last but not least, Fig. 2.4D shows a nominal stress versus strain curve

for rubbery materials which also show the S-shaped behavior as mentioned

above (Swamynathan et al., 2022). Depending on the strain of rubbery

materials, the material exhibits different properties which can be used to

our advantage.

From these examples, we can see how the term ’strain-hardening’ started

from metals and rubbers, but are now being used to describe the stress-

strain S-shaped curve of soft elastomers that have been recently introduced

and developed. In this chapter, we refer to the increasing in the gradient of
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2.3 Elastomer characteristics

a stress-strain curve, or requiring a larger strain to produce the same strain,

as the strain-hardening behavior which is applicable to elastomers. Using

hyperelastic models which are commonly used to show these behaviors in

hyperelastic elastomers, we design soft actuators to morph more than once

by utilizing this trait in the form of pneu-nets.

2.3 Elastomer characteristics

From the section above, we showed the strain-hardening properties of

elastomers. In this section, we will discuss on the other properties of elas-

tomers used to make our actuator (Ecoflex, Dragonskin elastomers) such

as its viscoelastic properties and its performance under cyclic tests.

First, let us observe cyclic tests conducted by Laio et al. for the com-

mercial elastomer Ecoflex 30 which is shown in Fig. 2.5A (Liao et al., 2020).

This stress-strain graph shows three lines, with the black line showing the

behavior of Ecoflex 30 under pre-stretch condition, red line under relax-

ation, and blue line under 100 cycles. If we compare the black and red

lines, we can see that apart from the very end of the curve, they have al-

most identical paths. For the blue line where it was a cyclic test up to

strain value of 3 for 100 cycles, we can see that the curve moves slightly

downwards with each cycle, but does not show drastic change in the curva-

ture of the overall graph. We can actually observe the stress-strain curve

converging, and no residual stress was observed after unloading. From these

results, we can see that for the commercial elastomer Ecoflex 30 for strains

up to 3, cyclic tests do not show drastic change in the shape and behavior

of the elastomer by observing the stress-strain graphs.

Next, let us observe cyclic tests conducted by Li et al. for a composite

elastomer of Dragonskin 20 and Ecoflex 30. From Fig. 2.5B (Li et al., 2020),

we can see that the composite elastomer is made up of a net of stiff material

(Dragonskin 20) which is shown as the pink material, and the rest of the

voids filled with a softer elastomer of Ecoflex 30. From the stress-strain

graphs of this composite material for strain up to 2, we can hardly see the
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Figure 2.5: Cyclic test for (A) ecoflex 30 and (B) composite elastomer. A,

B are adapted from (Liao et al., 2020) and (Li et al., 2020), respectively.
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2.3 Elastomer characteristics

change in its curve up to 10,000th cycle. They also reported slight signs of

residual strain, but we can see that it is a very small amount considering

the material has been stretched for 10,000 times.

We observed the effect of cyclic tests for commercial elastomers which

are used in this thesis to show that for strains up to 3, elastomer properties

do not change drastically and remain relatively the same for cycles up to

10,000 times. Although the effect of cyclic tests may depend on the strain

value the experiment was conducted for, the experiments conducted in the

following sections were conducted in the strain range of approximately 2 to

3. We may then assume that the effect of cyclic actuation of our actuators

have minimal effect on the morphing curvature and geometry.

Next, let us look at the effect of temperature on commercial elastomers

upon actuation. Experiments conducted for the commerical elastomer

Ecoflex 50 at different drastic temperatures are shown in Fig. 2.6A (Lavazza

et al., 2023). The experiment was conducted for a wide range temperatures

varying from negative 40
◦
C to 140

◦
C for large strain value of up to 6

and 8 depending on the temperature. Lavazza et al., reports that the glass

transition temperature of Ecoflex is negative 33
◦
C. At low temperatures

of -40
◦
C to -20

◦
C, the stress-strain graph shows a steeper gradient and

thus would require a greater pressure to produce the same deformation.

For temperatures at around room temperature, the light green line shows

a lower gradient curvature. For high temperature ranges of 80
◦
C and

above, the elastomer exhibits a stress-strain curvature that is similar to

that conducted in room temperature. Although there are differences in

the stress-strain graphs depending on the temperature of Ecoflex 50, the

difference in each curve does not drastically change.

For stress-strain experiments conducted for the commercial elastomer

Ecoflex 30 which is shown in Fig. 2.6B (Liao et al., 2020), for the same

temperature range explained above, we can observe the stress-strain graphs

for loading and unloading. At low temperatures of -40
◦
C to -20

◦
C, the

elastomer shows the highest peak at its maximum strain in comparison to

all other temperatures, but have similar loading and unloading paths as
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A

B

Figure 2.6: Stress-strain curves for commercial elastomers (A) Ecoflex 50

and (B) 30 conducted at different temperatures. A, B are adapted from

(Lavazza et al., 2023) and (Liao et al., 2020), respectively.
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the rest. When temperature is increased, we can observe that the stress-

strain graph has lower nominal stress at the same maximum strain, but still

follow similar loading and unloading paths no matter what temperature the

elastomer is in.

From these results, we can state that although temperature affects the

stress-strain curvature of commercial elastomers, they do not have massive

impact on their material properties as they have similar curves and loading

and unloading paths. There would be a slight difference in stretching the

same elastomer at the same pressure depending on temperature, but the

difference would not be too large. For all experiments conducted in the

following sections, our pneu-nets were actuated between -20
◦
C and room

temperature. Thus, we can say that temperature range conducted in our

experiments have minimal impact in deciding the morphing shape of our

pneumatic networks.

Next, we look at the mechanical property of rubbers when exhibiting

the strain-hardening effect. In Fig. 2.7A (Cantournet et al., 2009), we can

observe the stress-strain curve for rubber that is being stretched for the first

time (referred to the virgin curve) and being restretched after removing the

load. Cantournet et al., introduces this effect as the Mullins effect (Beatty

& Krishnaswamy, 2000), which is the deformation-induced microstructural

damage due to rupture of molecular bonds within the rubber. These rup-

tured bonds reform to create a new microstructure which ultimately leads

to stress-softening. We can observe from Fig. 2.7A that the virgin curve

has a much higher stress at low strains whereas after the initial stretch, it

has a lower curve at lower strains upon loading.

As we introduced the strain-hardening effect as requiring more stress as

strain increases, we can identify the stress-strain curve after initial loading

more suitable to use for its strain-hardening behavior. To use the strain-

hardening behavior, all experiments conducted in the following section was

initially stretched to transform the stress-strain curve from the virgin curve

to its restretched state.
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Figure 2.7: Stress-strain curves for cyclic stress softening due to Mullins

effect (A) after virgin curve, and (B) repetitive stress softening. A, B are

adapted from (Cantournet et al., 2009).
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Similar to the previous section referring to cyclic experiments of com-

mercial elastomers, Fig. 2.7B shows the cyclic stress softening effect of

rubbers. After repeatedly loading and unloading, the stress-strain curve

converges to a single line which shows that after a few cycles, the behavior

of the rubber would be similar unless stretched to a whole different strain

to further rupture the bonds. The dissipative microstructures, clusters of

chain molecules held by interatomic forces and molecular chain entangle-

ments leads to stress-softening.

Last but not least, let us observe the effect of viscoelasticity, or the

strain rate on the stress-strain curve of commercial elastomer Ecoflex 30.

In Fig. 2.8A (Liao et al., 2020), we can observe the behavior of Ecoflex 30

on different strain rates ranging from 0.0001 per second to 0.1 per second

for strain of 4. Without any pre-treatment of pre-stretch (virgin curve), we

can observe that the faster the elastomer is stretched, the higher the stress-

strain curve gets which is evident by looking at the black line in comparison

to the green line. The overall shape looks the same, with different gradients

as strain is increased.

However, this effect can be nullified by pre-treating the elastomer by

pre-stretching it for 10 cycles to strain of 4 at a rate of 0.1 per second as

shown in Fig. 2.8B. We can observe that the black line referring to strain

rate of 0.1 per second and red line referring to 0.001 per second being almost

identical. This shows that the Mullins effect is very important in deciding

the stress-strain curve for rubbers and elastomers. Thus, after an elastomer

has been stretched once, the material properties, mainly the stress-strain

curve, does not change by a significant amount. This makes it reliable to

conduct experiments using elastomers that have already been stretched at

least 5 times to the strain value that was design to stretch the elastomer

for use.

In the following section, all experiments were thus conducted not using

their virgin curve, but by stretching the pneu-net at least 5 times before

recording or conducting and experiments to ensure the repeatability of the
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2.3 Elastomer characteristics

A

B

Figure 2.8: Stress-strain curves of commercial elastomer Ecoflex 30 de-

pending on (A) strain rate, and (B) strain-rate after pre-stretch. A, B are

adapted from (Liao et al., 2020).
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2.4 Mechanical model

results introduced henceforth. We would also like to mention that increas-

ing the elastomer to a value that is much greater than the pre-stretch strain

would result in a different material property that would likely rupture the

molecular bonds, resulting in a different result than previously stretched.

It is important to keep the strain range the same when conducting ex-

periments using the strain-hardening effect as this could greatly affect the

results.

2.4 Mechanical model

As a simple model to describe how we control the onset of morphing

by modulating stiffness (determined by dimensions and elastic modulus) of

a pneu-net, we consider a unit cell that can bend about the x-axis upon

pressurizing, as shown in Fig. 2.9. We design depth to be much longer than

width, to ignore bending about the y-axis. When unactivated, the cuboid

air chamber having width wc, height hc, and depth dc is surrounded by top

and bottom walls of thickness ht and hb, side walls of identical thickness ws,

and front and rear walls of identical thickness df . The entire cell consisting

of the air chamber and the surrounding walls has width w = wc + 2ws,

height h = hc + ht + hb, and depth d = dc + 2df . We assume that all the

walls have the same shear modulus µ except the bottom wall of a higher

modulus µb. Then the cell with d ≫ w deforms as shown in Fig. 2.9(b)

when the inner chamber is pressurized.

The deformation behavior of the cell is represented by a curvature κ,

which is defined by κ = θ/d with θ being the central angle of the bent cell, as

shown in Fig. 2.9(B). The curvature κ is determined by the cell dimensions

and material properties when the pressure p is applied, so that we write κ =
F (ws, w, df , d, ht, h, µ, p), where we assume that the modulus and thickness

of the bottom wall is kept constant and that all the walls are incompressible

with Poisson’s ratio of 0.5. For geometrically similar cells with constant

ratios of w/d and h/d, the dimensionless curvature, κd, can be expressed
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2.4 Mechanical model
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Figure 2.9: Schematics of a unit cell in its (A) pre-inflated and (B) post-

inflated states.

as a function of four dimensionless variables using Buckingham’s pi-theorem

(Buckingham, 1914): κd = f(ws/d, df/d, ht/d, p/µ).
We can express the total energy of a unit cell as shown in Fig. 2.9A

made of a hyperelastic elastomer with strain-hardening effect by using the

incompressible Gent model (Gent, 1996) to express the stored strain energy

density function as

U = −µJ

2
log (1 − I1 − 3

J
) , (2.1)

where µ is the elastomer shear modulus and I1 is the first strain invariant

which can be calculated by the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor for each

wall. J is the maximum of I1 where the material cannot stretch further

as it has been fully stretched. Then, the total energy of the pneumatic

channel can be expressed as

U = Up + U
bottom
b + U

depth
s + U

height
s + U

width
s , (2.2)

where U , Up, Ub, and Us respectively denotes the total energy, the energy

from internal pressure, the bending energy, and the stretching energy.

Figure 2.10A and B respectively show the experimentally measured

curves of stress–strain and elastic modulus–strain for the materials used
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Figure 2.10: Experimentally measured (A) stress–strain and (B) elastic

modulus–strain curves of the four elastomers used in the experiments.
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2.4 Mechanical model

Elastomer Component

I Dragon Skin
TM

10 rubber

II Mixture of Dragon Skin
TM

10 and 30 rubbers with the

weight ratio of 2:1

III Mixture of Dragon Skin
TM

10 and 30 rubbers with the

weight ratio of 1:2

IV Dragon Skin
TM

30 rubber

V Smooth-Sil
TM

960 and Dragon Skin
TM

10 rubber with the

weight ratio of 1:1

VI Smooth-Sil
TM

960 rubber

Table 2.2: Elastomers used in the experiments.

in our experiments (Table 2.2). Just as most of elastomers used for pneu-

nets, our materials are far from linear elastic. Except for elastomer VI, the

moduli decrease for small strains, but eventually increase beyond the initial

moduli at larger strains, which is referred to as strain hardening. We use

the incompressible Gent model to express the stored strain energy density

function.

Uniaxial tensile tests for elastomer III were conducted several times for

the same specimen. In Fig 2.11, after the elastomer is cured, the stress-

strain curve for the first time it is stretched and the fifth time it is stretched

shows significant difference. The first time it is stretched, the stress-strain

curve does not show significant strain-hardening effect as the yellow line

shows a linear trend. Tensile test was conducted until material started to

whiten showing that it has passed its yield point resulting in plastic defor-

mation. After three times it is stretched, it converges and strain-hardening

effect is shown. All experiments conducted in this paper using the strain-

hardening effect were stretched at least three times before recording videos

or obtaining data.
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Figure 2.11: Uniaxial tensile test for elastomer III were conducted several

times for the same specimen.
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2.5 Combining pneu-nets of different materials
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Figure 2.12: Schematics of a pneu-net system combining modules of differ-

ent elastic moduli.

The theoretical results imply that we can design a pneumatic actuation

device that can be deformed to a designated extent at a pre-set activation

pressure by modulating the wall thickness and the elastic modulus. It is

through combining multiple cells with deliberately modulated activation

pressures that we achieve sequential multi-mode morphing pneu-nets, as

demonstrated in the following.

2.5 Combining pneu-nets of different materials

We first present a multi-mode morphing pneu-net device that combines

two sets of network modules made of elastomers with different elastic mod-
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2.5 Combining pneu-nets of different materials

uli, as shown in Fig. 2.12. Its upper portion has a long triangular prism-

shaped shaft in the center surrounded by three identical twisting modules of

pneu-net, and the lower portion consists of three identical bending modules

of pneu-net. Each twisting module is a long strip with a tilted (with respect

to the strip’s longitudinal axis) array of air chambers which are connected

to a central duct in the shaft. When pressurized, the chamber arrays in

the modules swell, eventually causing the entire upper part to twist. It

is because the inflation direction is perpendicular to the tilted chambers,

exerting a force in both depth-wise and width-wise directions (depth-wise

force induces twisting). Each twisting module and the shaft are made of

elastomer III and V, respectively. Each bending module in the lower part

has a linear array of thin cuboid air chambers, which is connected to the

central duct. Because the bending module’s bottom wall made of elastomer

VI is stiffer than the other walls made of elastomer II, the pressurized air

chambers bulge upward to cause each module to bend downward.

Figure 2.13A show the actuation sequence of the integrated device.

When pressurized, the device begins to exhibit dominantly the bending

of the lower modules, and as the pressure increases, the twisting of upper

portion dominates with the lower part’s bending stopped. Because all the

air chambers in the device are connected to a single pressure input through

the central duct, modulating the actuation pressure alone could stimulate

multiple morphing modes of bending and twisting. The dimensions of the

twisting and bending modules were tuned in the design stage to achieve se-

quential multi-mode morphing, with the aid of numerical computations. We

employed a finite element analysis package, Abaqus, to predict the shape

evolution of the device based on the geometric dimensions and the hyper-

elastic properties we measured. Figure 2.13B shows that the theoretically

predicted shapes are consistent with the experimental results. Quantitative

comparisons of theory and experiment are given in Fig. 2.14, which plots the

curvature of the lower bending module and the rotation angle of the upper

twisting module versus actuation pressure. We see that the bending curva-

ture increases rapidly in the small pressure region (p/µ < 0.44 kPa), which
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2.5 Combining pneu-nets of different materials

A

B

P
0 
= 0 kPa P

1
 = 30 kPa P

2
 = 50 kPa

50 mm

Figure 2.13: (A) Experimental images of the device undergoing sequential

morphing from the undeformed initial configuration (P0 = 0). As the ac-

tuation pressure increases to P1 = 30 kPa, the lower modules bend with

insignificant twisting of the upper shaft. As the pressure further increases

to P2 = 50 kPa, the upper modules twist as much as 56
◦
from the initial

state with the further bending of lower modules suppressed. (B) Numeri-

cally predicted shapes of the device at the same pressure values as (A).
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2.5 Combining pneu-nets of different materials
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Figure 2.14: Dimensionless curvature, dκ/(2π), of the lower bending mod-

ule and rotation angle of the upper twisting module as a function of actu-

ation pressure, p/µ, where µ is the average shear modulus of elastomer II

and III.
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2.5 Combining pneu-nets of different materials

50 mm

P
0 
= 0 kPa P
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 = 30 kPa P

2
 = 50 kPa

Bulb Socket

Figure 2.15: The sequential bending and twisting of the pneu-net system

can turn a bulb in a socket and switch it on.

corresponds to the bending-dominant phase. In the larger pressure region

(p/µ > 0.44 kPa), the bending of the lower portion is suppressed thanks to

strain hardening of elastomer II while the continual twisting dominates the

device morphing, corresponding to the twisting-dominant phase. Here, µ

corresponds to the average shear modulus of elastomer II and III.

Our pneu-net system capable of sequential morphing of bending and

twisting can perform essential daily functions of our hands, as demonstrated

in Fig. 2.15 and Fig. 2.16. Fig. 2.15 shows the bending module of the device

first grips a bulb as actuated by a low pressure, and then the bulb is rotated

and fit into a socket by the twisting module to be switched on at a higher

actuation pressure. If the bulb is replaced by a door knob, our device can

grip (by bending the lower modules) and rotate (by twisting the upper

modules) the knob to open the door, as shown in Fig. 2.16. Because the

pneu-net actuators are soft, the bending modules can grip a wide size range

of objects of diverse shapes and excessive rotation of bulbs or knobs can

be avoided. Although the multi-mode actuations of gripping and rotation

of a bulb or a door knob usually require complicated mechanical elements,
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2.5 Combining pneu-nets of different materials

P
0 
= 0 kPa P

1 
= 30 kPa

P
2 
= 50 kPaP

1 
= 30 kPaP

0 
= 0 kPa

Bend Twist

Untwist

Unbend

Figure 2.16: Grabbing and turning a door knob with our sequential multi-

mode morphing actuation system. Sequential releasing of the pneu-net

system shows the reversal process to untwist, then unbend.

electronic circuits, and sophisticated control inputs in conventional rigid

robots, our simple pneu-net system made of elastomers can perform the

similar multiple tasks using only a single pressure input.

Although we have shown that our actuator can be used to grab and turn

on a light bulb or open a door through sequential activation of different

segments, we have not conducted force measurements or cyclic tests as our

research aims to utilize the strain-hardening effect to create different mor-

phologies at distinct pressures. We focused on taking measurements that

show the change in morphology by measuring the curvature, rotation angle,

and stretching distance as pressure is increased. We wanted to show poten-

tial applications using our approach, but put our main focus on proposing

an alternative method to morph more than once using a single-input device.

The following sections showing different types of sequential morphing are

all focused in showing sequential morphing, rather than putting focus on

the applications which is why there are no force measurements.
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Figure 2.17: Schematics of a pneu-net system with contrast in wall thick-

ness.

2.6 Combining pneu-nets of different thicknesses

We can confer contrast in stiffness on a pneu-net system by giving each

chamber different wall thickness. We show such a device, which is capable

of sequential stretching–bending, in Fig. 2.17. Its schematic is shown in

Fig. 2.17, where a cuboid made entirely of elastomer III houses a long

slender upper chamber connected to a wide lower chamber. Although the

chambers have the identical side wall thickness ws and the bottom height hb,

the difference in top wall height (h
u
t and h

l
t) allows us to attain sequential

multi-mode morphing. Figure 2.18A shows the experimental images of

the device actuated at different pressure through a single pressure input
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2.6 Combining pneu-nets of different thicknesses

source. Because the lower chamber has a smaller wall height h
l
t than the

upper chamber’s wall height h
u
t , the deformation of the lower chamber –

stretching in the y-direction in this case – is dominant in the lower pressure

conditions (P1 = 120 kPa). As the pressure exceeds the critical pressure to

induce the significant bending of the upper chamber with a thick top wall,

the device with the lower chamber already bulged is now bent at the upper

stalk, as shown in Fig. 2.18A at P2 = 150 kPa.

Figure 2.18B shows that the device shapes numerically predicted by the

finite element analysis are consistent with the experimental results. Quanti-

tative comparison of the experimental and computational results is made in

Fig. 2.19, where the stretch of the lower chamber and the bending curvature

of the upper chamber are plotted versus the actuation pressure. In addition

to the agreement of theory and experiment, we see that the critical pressure

values for the rapid rise of the upper chamber’s bending curvature and for

the strain hardening of the lower chamber coincide (p/µ = 0.49), a result of

our deliberate design through iterative simulations with changing param-

eters. By matching the critical pressure values, the stretching-dominant

regime smoothly transitions to the bending-dominant regime as the critical

pressure is crossed over.

Combining pneu-nets of different thicknesses can be used to make a

self-standing crawling soft robot. Conventional crawling soft robots are

capable of linear locomotion through repetitions of inflation and deflation.

However, they are not capable of reorienting their positions if pushed to

stand on their sides. A self-standing crawling pneu-net shown in Fig. 2.20A

is designed using stretching to push a crawling pneu-net to stand upright at

a moderate positive pressure P1 of 110 kPa, then proceed to crawl forwards

through repetitions of deflation to P0 and P2 at 140 kPa. A multi-functional

soft crawling robot can be designed as such to increase the complexity in

terms of functionality without having to use numerous input tubes which

would make it harder to control and actuate properly.

Another application can be to perform sequential stretching and bend-

ing to hold, seal and move a jar, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.20B. At zero
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2.6 Combining pneu-nets of different thicknesses

A

P
0
 = 0 kPa P

1
 = 120 kPa P

2
 = 150 kPa

20 mm

B

Figure 2.18: (A) Experimental images of the device undergoing sequential

morphing from the undeformed initial configuration (P0 = 0). As the actu-

ation pressure increases to P1 = 120 kPa, the lower chamber is bulged with

insignificant bending of the upper chamber. As the pressure further in-

creases to P2 = 150 kPa, the upper chamber bends with the further bulging

of the lower chamber suppressed. (B) Numerically predicted shapes of the

device at the same pressure values as (A).
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Figure 2.19: Amount of stretching and bending of the lower and upper

chamber, respectively, as a function of the actuation pressure. Here, µ = 80

kPa is the shear modulus of elastomer III.
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P
0
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2
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standing on its side standing upright crawling locomotion

direction of travel
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134 s
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B

A

Figure 2.20: (A) A self-standing crawling pneu-net can stand upright by

pushing itself, then crawl forwards. (B) A pneu-net system first holds a jar

by bulging in the lower part, and then lifts it out of a sand pile without

spilling by bending in the upper stalk.
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2.7 Combining pneu-nets of different air chamber geometries

activation pressure, the slender device is inserted in the opening of a jar.

Then the device is inflated near its end to seal and hold the jar from inside

at the activation pressure P1 = 120 kPa (p/µ = 0.49). Increasing the pres-

sure to P2 = 150 kPa (p/µ = 0.61) bends the device to pull the jar off the

unwanted environment without spilling the inner content owing to the seal

provided by the inflated pneu-net body. A self-standing crawling pneu-net

can also be designed to stand upright using stretching, to crawl forwards

by bending.

2.7 Combining pneu-nets of different air chamber

geometries

Here we demonstrate a pneu-net system having different air chamber

geometries within a device to achieve multiple bending curvatures depend-

ing on the activation pressure from a single-input source. Figure 2.21 shows

a schematic of the device, a long cuboid housing three chambers – slender

upper and lower chambers connected by a middle chamber consisting of

three relatively wide sub-chambers. The entire pneu-net was made of elas-

tomer III except the bottom wall of the middle chamber made of stiffer

elastomer VI. Because wide chambers with a smaller side wall thickness

w
m
s can bulge more easily than narrow chambers with a larger side wall

thickness w
l
s, the middle chamber is activated earlier than the upper and

lower chambers. Experimental images in Fig. 2.22A show that the initially

straight device at P = 0 morphs into a C-shape due to the bending of the

middle chamber until the activation pressure reaches P1 = 105 kPa. The

free end of the device is pointing to the right. Further increase in the pres-

sure causes the upper and lower chambers to bend in the sense opposite to

the middle chamber’s, making the free end point to the left, as shown in

the panel corresponding to P = 130 kPa.

The pneu-net shapes predicted by numerical computation, shown in

Fig. 2.22B, are consistent with the experimental images. Figure 2.23 quan-
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Figure 2.21: Schematics of a pneu-net system having a smaller side wall

thickness in the middle than the upper and lower chambers.
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2.7 Combining pneu-nets of different air chamber geometries
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Figure 2.22: (A) Experimental images of the device developing multiple

curvatures as the activation pressure increases. (B) Numerically predicted

shapes of the device at the same pressure values as (A).
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tuation pressure.
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2.7 Combining pneu-nets of different air chamber geometries
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Figure 2.24: A pneu-net system grasps a red peach with bending of the

middle chamber (P = 105 kPa), and then an orange with bending of the

lower chamber at an increased pressure (P = 130 kPa).

titatively compare the experimental and computational results of the cur-

vatures of middle and lower chambers versus the dimensionless actuation

pressure, p/µ. Here, µ corresponds to the shear modulus of elastomer III.

While the curvature increase of the middle chamber is dominant in the

low pressure regime (P < P1), the middle chamber’s curvature is saturated

when P > P1 owing to strain hardening. But in the high pressure regime,

the curvature of the lower chamber (also that of the upper chamber) steeply

increases with the pressure. The smooth transition from the middle cham-

ber bending dominant regime to the upper and lower chamber bending

dominant regime is a result of our deliberate design to match the pressure

values (P1) of middle chamber’s strain hardening and of rapid rise of the

other parts’ bending, through iterative simulations.

Multiple curves achieved by a single pneu-net can be utilized to grasp

multiple objects, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.24. While the middle cham-

ber grasps a red peach at a low actuation pressure, increasing the pressure

allows the pneu-net to grasp another object, an orange, with its lower cham-

ber’s curvature. Such multiple-object grasping by forming multiple curves
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2.8 Conclusions

at different activation pressures is controlled by a single pressure input.

2.8 Conclusions

We have fabricated an actuator that can sequentially multi-mode morph

using a single pressure input based on a pneumatic network that can bend,

stretch or twist. Our actuator used the strain-hardening effect of elastomers

as a stopping mechanism to prevent over-expansion of the softer part within

our pneu-net system, which is tuned to arise at the activation of the stiffer

part. Using the actuators, we designed multiple high degree-of-freedom soft

devices that only rely on a single input to perform complex tasks. Although

we used a pneumatic stimulus and elastomer-based actuators, single-input

multi-mode morphing can be implemented in other soft robotic systems.

Hydrogels, for example, also display strain-hardening behavior (Cui et al.,

2014; Huang et al., 2017), allowing the design of single-input multi-mode

morphing soft robots that use stimuli not limited to air pressure. We fur-

ther proposed a theoretical model of the actuator which provides a design

framework for utilizing the strain-hardening effect in multi-mode morphing

soft robots.

Strain-hardening can also serve as a tool to encode physical intelligence

in existing soft robotic systems. Conventional methods of increasing de-

formation modes and functions have relied on increasing the number of

external stimuli (extra pumps, more valves, etc.) (Huang et al., 2017; Shah

et al., 2021) or changing the environment (e.g., magnetic, electric, humid-

ity) (Dong et al., 2022; Vasios et al., 2020), leading to higher costs and

control complexity. By exploiting the strain-hardening effect, higher func-

tionality can be easily achieved, suggesting a new paradigm for soft robotic

design and control.
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Chapter 3

Multi-mode morphing of

pneumatic actuators using

phase transition

Multi-mode morphing using pneumatic actuators using only a single

input have been shown to be possible using the inherent property of strain-

hardening of elastomers in the previous chapter. In this chapter, we achieve

multi-mode morphing of pneumatic actuators using liquid-solid phase tran-

sition through an embedded stiffness programmable layer (SPL). We show

that by controlling temperature of specific regions of a pneu-net device, we

can locally control the stiffness without having to add additional inputs.

This approach is not limited to dual morphing, but is reprogrammable

which enables the device to morph numerous times. Using our theoretical

model, we show how states of matter inside the SPL affects the effective

stiffness within a pneumatic device that can be used to control the stiffness.

We also show various applications such as multi-mode morphing of a cylin-

drical pneumatic device, and interacting with the environment to create a

pixelated morphing system.

We used the strain-hardening effect of elastomers in the previous chap-
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ter to achieve multi-mode morphing which can be implemented into any

pneumatic device. In contrast, rather than using the material properties

of elastomers to achieve multi-mode morphing, we add another layer to

control stiffness that does not need additional inputs. We use temperature

as an additional stimulus to control stiffness which can easily be achieved

using our environment. For example, human touch can provide sufficient

heat in a cold environment which can create local heating. This enables the

device to deform more than twice, and gives it a huge advantage of being

reprogrammable despite being a pneu-net.

In §3.1, we provide a brief introduction to our research. Then, using

a trilayer beam, we control the onset of morphing by modulating stiffness

depending on the state of matter inside the SPL layer in §3.2. In §3.3,

we experimentally show an SPL embedded pneu-net unit cell and how it

deforms when there is a gas, liquid, or solid present inside the SPL. Us-

ing a capillary burst valve, we show multi-mode morphing depending on

the surface tension of liquids in §3.4. Using our findings, we show how a

multi-mode morphing cylindrical pneu-net device with embedded semicir-

cular SPL chambers can be made in §3.5. Then in §3.6, we show a repro-

grammable pixelated multi-mode morphing device capable of interacting

with the environment to change its morphology when actuated. Finally, we

summarize our study in §3.7.

3.1 Introduction

Multi-mode morphing soft actuators have been introduced in various

ways to perform various tasks. Single morphing actuators can only conduct

simple tasks, whereas multi-mode morphing actuators can conduct more

than one task, or perform more complicated tasks. This has been conducted

through various means such as modulating local stiffness through dielectric

elastomers (Aksoy & Shea, 2020), using origami (Kim et al., 2019; Li &

Wang, 2015), or using acoustics (Aghakhani et al., 2020; Kaynak et al.,

2020). The applications of soft actuators have been used as soft grippers
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(Tawk et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2021), artificial muscles

(Mu et al., 2019; Yuan et al., 2019), haptics (Kanjanapas et al., 2019; Thai

et al., 2020), and biomedical devices (Kashyap et al., 2020; Payne et al.,

2017). We focus on pneumatic actuation for its rapid actuation. For multi-

mode morphing pneu-nets, numerous input pipes have been used to control

each pneu-net separately in the form of pixels (Hu et al., 2022). Although

this enables a complex pneumatic system to morph with high degree of

freedom, it requires a complex system to control each pneu-net separately

which makes it hard to control and manufacture.

Here we present a pneu-net device with an embedded stiffness pro-

grammable layer (SPL) to achieve multi-mode morphing using phase tran-

sition. Using only a single pneumatic source, our device is capable of repro-

gramming to morph into numerous different shapes which is unconventional

for pneu-nets. By adding a void network within the top wall of a conven-

tional pneu-net, we can control the effective stiffness of different regions

within a single pneu-net to create different morphologies upon actuation.

We first fill the SPLs with either gas (air), liquid (water) or solid (ice).

Using the property of fluids being incapable of contributing stiffness while

solids can, we use liquid-solid phase transition of water and ice to alter

effective stiffness. Using a temperature controlled chamber to freeze the

water inside SPL chambers, we use external heat to melt the ice in specific

regions of SPL chambers while keeping all others frozen. When inflating

the pneumatic layer, the softer part of the pneu-net device (where water

fills the SPL chamber) will deform prior to the stiffer part (where ice fills

the SPL chamber). Thus, we can control local stiffness without having to

change the pneu-net design or using multiple pneumatic sources to control

individual chambers.

Regarding the practicality of the pneu-net with an embedded layer, if

left at room temperature, all the ice inside the SPL chamber would melt.

Our pneu-net device with an embedded SPL is fit to function in cold en-

vironments due to our selection of liquid which is water. Our goal is to

propose a simple method to modulate stiffness which was why we used
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water, which is a ubiquitous liquid, through a SPL which can respond to

environmental stimulus (heat). However, replacing the liquid with a liquid

metal (Wang et al., 2021a), can be used to actuate the device at room tem-

perature. Using body heat at body temperature, transitional ferrofluids can

be designed to melt with human touch, then solidify at room temperature

to undergo phase transition fit for room temperature.

To explain further on why water was chosen as our liquid to fill the

SPL chambers, water is an abundant, inexpensive resource that can phase

transition from liquid to solid near 0
◦
C. We wanted to propose a simple

method to modulate stiffness using a ubiquitous liquid, rather than using an

expensive, complicated method to achieve the same results. We eliminated

the use of liquids that silicone elastomers absorb well, and liquids that

are harmful to humans as they cannot be used as tangible displays and

haptics. Liquid metal can be useful to lower the melting point of the solid,

but are very expensive and cannot be interchanged due to the adhesion

and contamination to the elastomer. If we observe the swelling ratio of

polydimethylsiloxane (PMDS) elastomer by weight and volume for different

liquids shown in Fig. 3.1 (Rumens et al., 2015), we can see a lot of organic

solvents are absorbed. Excluding the dangerous liquids, we can use liquids

such as ethanol that are relatively safe to use with low swelling ratios.

Although this graph shows the swelling ratio for PDMS, the elastomer used

in our pneu-nets have similar swelling ratios as they are both silicone-based

elastomers.

In the following, we first explain the mechanical model for effective

stiffness using a trilayer beam, which forms the basis of stiffness control via

phase transition. We then demonstrate a simple unit cell with an embedded

SPL to show that stiffness can be controlled depending on the state of mat-

ter inside the SPL. Using a capillary burst valve and properties of different

liquids, we show multi-mode morphing depending on the liquid filled in the

SPL chambers. We design and demonstrate a multi-mode morphing pneu-

net which can bend to opposite curvatures, stretch or morph into different
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Figure 3.1: Swelling ratio of PDMS elastomer by weight and volume for

different liquids. Image adapted from (Rumens et al., 2015).
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3.2 Mechanical model

shapes. Finally, we show a reprogrammable pixelated multi-mode morph-

ing device capable of interacting with the environment to freely ’draw’ any

morph into any design. We show that these multi-mode morphing pneu-

net schemes enable a single device to morph numerous times with a single

pneumatic source.

Since our pneu-net with an embedded SPL uses heat to modulate stiff-

ness of wanted pixels, infrared imaging of the pixelated pneu-net could be

used to show actuation (Hwang et al., 2022; Lee et al., 2019). Infrared

imaging is commonly used to show the temperature change as the actuated

parts responding to heat can change shape with temperature. Our device

uses external heat source which changes the phase state of water and ice

which will show similar results to previous research using infrared imaging,

but we decided to focus only on the shape change of our device rather than

showing the temperature change of specific cells. Additionally, since our

device focuses on using external heat rather than embedding a heating el-

ement such as the ones introduced (Hwang et al., 2022; Lee et al., 2019),

we only show experimental images using a normal camcorder instead of an

infrared camera.

3.2 Mechanical model

Using a simple model to describe how we control the onset of morphing

by modulating stiffness (determined by elastic modulus and thickness), we

consider a trilayer beam with top and bottom layers of constant thickness

and modulus h1, and E1 that can bend about the neutral axis, as shown

in Fig. 3.2. We can model the trilayer beam and corresponding single layer

beam as they should be identically stretched under the same tensile load.

The effective Young’s modulus and thickness can be expressed as

Eh = 2E1h1 +E2h2. (3.1)
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Figure 3.2: Schematics of trilayer beam and its corresponding single layer

beam.

where E and h correspond to the effective Young’s modulus and thickness,

respectively. The bending stiffness can then be derived as

K = 2

3
E1[(h1 + 1

2
h2)3 − 1

8
h
3
2] + 1

12
E2h

3
2 =

Eh
3

12
, (3.2)

where K is the effective bending stiffness of the corresponding single layer

beam. Rearranging equation 3.2 to make h the subject, we can obtain a

relationship for effective thickness as

h = [E1(8h31 + 12h
2
1h2 + 6h1h

2
2) + E2h

3
2

2E1h1 +E2h2
] 1

3

. (3.3)

Substituting equation 3.3 into 3.1, we can finally obtain the effective stiff-

ness E, of a trilayer beam.

We compute the effective stiffness as a function of dimensionless thick-

ness, expressed as the thickness of middle layer h2 over total thickness h,

for three different materials in the middle layer. Figure 3.3 shows the re-

sults for fluid, Ecoflex 30, and ice put in the middle layer. For a fluid filled

in the middle layer, the Young’s modulus E2 is set as 0 as fluids cannot

resist shear (White, 1991), leading to low relative stiffness that is indepen-

dent of middle layer thickness. Ice has a Young’s modulus in the scale of

10
10

Pa (Butkovich, 1959), resulting in an extremely high effective stiffness
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3.2 Mechanical model
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Figure 3.3: Effective stiffness as a function of dimensionless thickness (ex-

pressed as thickness of middle layer over total thickness) for three different

materials put in the middle layer.
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3.2 Mechanical model
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Figure 3.4: Effective stiffness when Ecoflex 30, fluid, and ice is put in

the middle layer for h2 = 1 mm. The difference in effective stiffness is

approximately 66000 times between fluid and ice.
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3.3 SPL embedded pneu-net unit cell

hc

hSPL

ht

ht
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wSPL wsws

Stiffness programmable layer (SPL)

Pneumatic layer

Figure 3.5: Schematics of a pneumatic unit cell with an embedded stiffness

programmable layer (SPL).

that is approximately 66,000 times greater than that filled with a fluid as

shown in Fig. 3.4. Therefore, if two trilayer structures containing a fluid

and ice in its middle layer are subject to the same load, the one containing

fluid would deform first. Although it is obvious that a solid provides more

stiffness than a fluid, Fig. 3.4 confirms these results.

The theoretical results imply that we can design a pneumatic actuation

device with an embedded stiffness programmable layer in the form of a

trilayer with fluid or solid to control deformation morphology.

3.3 SPL embedded pneu-net unit cell

We present a multi-mode morphing pneu-net device with an embedded

stiffness programmable layer (SPL), as shown in Fig. 3.5. The pneu-net is

made of Ecoflex 30 with a pneumatic layer to activate the soft actuator,
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3.3 SPL embedded pneu-net unit cell

0 kPa 16 kPa4 kPa 8 kPa 12 kPa
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20 mm

Figure 3.6: Experimental results of air, water, and ice filled in the SPL

layer for hSPL = 1.5 mm, as pressure increases.

and a SPL layer with either air, water, or ice by freezing the water at -10
◦
C inside a temperature controlled chamber. Depending on whether a fluid

or solid is filled inside the SPL layer, the stiffness of the pneu-net device

can be controlled as shown in Fig. 3.3.

Fig. 3.6 shows the actuation sequence of the unit cell. When pressurized,

for unit cells with air and water encapsulated in the SPL layer, they deform

immediately for small pressure, and continue to inflate further as pressure is

increased to 16 kPa. For ice inside the SPL layer, due to its extremely high

effective stiffness, it hardly inflates at the same pressure. All geometrical

parameters shown in Fig. 3.5 are kept constant for all three experiments.

Quantitative analysis of the deformation behavior of unit cells of varying

SPL layer thickness are shown in Fig. 3.7. All other geometrical parameters

were kept constant. For various SPL layer thickness, hSPL, we observe air

and water showing similar results, initially deforming mildly as pressure

is increased, then due to classical instability of top walls (Gent, 1996) at

approximately 10 kPa, deformation is increased greatly. Ice, on the other
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3.3 SPL embedded pneu-net unit cell
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Figure 3.7: Deformation (height) versus pressure for different SPL thick-

ness, hSPL, for air, water and ice.
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3.4 Multi-mode morphing using SPL and capillary burst valves

hand, hardly shows any deformation as pressure is increased due to its

significantly high effective stiffness as shown in Fig. 3.3. We find that

SPL layer thickness is not an important factor in determining deformation,

owing to the drastic difference in Young’s modulus and effective stiffness of

fluids and solids.

Using our findings that effective stiffness modulated using different

states of matter inside the SPL, we can combine multiple cells with deliber-

ately modulated effective stiffness to achieve reprogrammable multi-mode

morphing pneu-nets. In the following chapters, we use a capillary burst

valve to multi-mode morph depending on the surface tension of liquid use

in the SPL. Them, we introduce two different types of multi-mode morph-

ing pneu-nets using water. First, we design a cylindrical pneu-net to melt

specific SPL chambers to exhibit different morphologies. By melting all

SPL chambers and freezing it, it will return to its original state where all

SPL chambers are frozen. This makes it reprogrammable despite being a

pneu-net. Similarly, in §3.6, we introduce a pixelated pneu-net capable of

interacting with the environment through heat.

3.4 Multi-mode morphing using SPL and capil-

lary burst valves

In this section, we integrate a capillary burst valve into our pneu-net

system to fully utilize the property of liquids. Surface tension is a property

only liquids have which can be used to control channel design by using it

with a capillary burst valve (Cho et al., 2007). We used the following three

liquids to achieve different designs: water, ethanol (11%), and acetic acid

(10%). The reason behind using these specific liquids in the concentrations

specified above has to do with how a capillary burst valve functions.

We design our SPL in the design shown in Fig. 3.8A, where the locations

of valve 1 and 2 determine how far a specific liquid is able to fill. Due

to the difference in surface tension of water, ethanol, acetic acid, their
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A

Valve 1 Valve 2
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Figure 3.8: (A) Multi-mode morphing network design using capillary burst

valves. (B) Schematics of a capillary burst valve. (C) Using sessile-drop

goniometry, advancing contact angle of water, ethanol (11%), and acetic

acid (10%) were measured.
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3.4 Multi-mode morphing using SPL and capillary burst valves

withstand pressures for each valve can be determined using the following

Young-Laplace equation

PA − P0 = −2σ(cosθ∗Iw +
cosθA
h

), (3.4)

where θ
∗
I is the minimum between θA + β and 180

◦
. θA is the critical

advancing contact angle, and channel depth was fixed at h = 1000 µm.

Dimensions are shown in Fig. 3.8B. Using sessile-drop goniometry, we found

the following data for the three liquids used in our experiments.

Water Ethanol (11%) Acetic acid (10%)

Surface tension (mN/m) 72.0 46.0 37.9

θA (
◦
) 118.3 99.6 108.0

θA + β (
◦
) 186.0 167.3 175.7

cosθ
∗
I -1 -0.976 -0.997

Table 3.1: Information per liquid used in our experiments.

Advancing contact angle was found by capturing images as shown in

Fig. 3.8C. Using the information in in table 3.1, we can find that cosθ
∗
I is

approximately -1, and w≫ h from our fixed channel depths and rough di-

mension of channel height of w = 150µm. We can thus simplify equation 3.4

to the equation below

PA − P0 =
2σ
w . (3.5)

Using equation 3.5, we can thus determine the dimensions of valve 1 and

valve 2 that will show overlapping withstand pressures of each liquid. We

design the valve channel height such that at a fixed pressure, water will

reach but not pass through valve 1, ethanol (11%) will reach but not pass

through valve 2, and finally acetic acid (10%) will pass through valve 2.

The following information is shown in table 3.2.

Initially, when no liquid is inserted in the SPL, there will be no resis-

tance to morphing as shown in Fig. 3.9A. For liquids, if we insert each of the

three liquids with the same pressure (for example, 600 kPa), we obtain the
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Figure 3.9: Schematics and morphing sequence of different liquids filled in

the SPL. Initially when (A) air is filled, then (B) water, then (C) ethanol

(11%), then (D) acetic acid (10%). Each experiment was conducted using

the same pneu-net device by interchanging the liquid then freezing it.
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3.5 Multi-mode morphing of SPL embedded pneu-net

Max pressure (Pa)

Water Ethanol (11%) Acetic acid (10%)

Valve 1 (163µm) 883 590 465

Valve 2 (131µm) 1099 735 578

Table 3.2: Valve dimensions determined by withstand pressure of each

liquid.

following. For water, because the max pressure, or withstand pressure for

valves 1 and 2 are above 600 kPa, water will stop at valve 1. Upon freezing

the liquid, the SPL would be patterned as shown in Fig. 3.9B. By pressur-

izing the actuation layer, the pneumatic device would inflate all areas apart

from where the frozen water is. By melting the water and removing it using

a syringe, we can then insert ethanol (11%) into the device using the same

input pressure. Because 600 kPa is sufficient to pass through valve 1 for

ethanol, it will form a different design as shown in Fig. 3.9C. Similarly, we

can melt and remove the ethanol to test with acetic acid. Both valves can-

not withstand 600 kPa for acetic acid, enabling the acetic acid to fully travel

past both valves as shown in Fig. 3.9D. Thus, using a single pneu-net, we

have shown how changing the liquid can lead to different channel designs,

and ultimately different morphologies when actuated. Fully utilizing the

property of surface tension of liquids by integrating a capillary burst valve

enables for multi-mode morphing depending on the type of liquid without

having to increase the number of input.

3.5 Multi-mode morphing of SPL embedded pneu-

net

A multi-mode morphing cylindrical pneu-net device with embedded

semicircular SPL chambers that have either a gas, liquid or solid filled

in each chamber, as shown in Fig. 3.10, can be designed. The device has 20
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Figure 3.10: Schematics of a multi-mode morphing pneu-net with semicir-

cular SPLs. Three states of matter exist inside each SPL chamber (gas,

liquid, solid) which are shown in red, yellow, and blue, respectively.
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3.5 Multi-mode morphing of SPL embedded pneu-net

P = 0 P > 0 P = 0 P > 0

ElastomerPneumatic chamber SolidGas Liquid

Figure 3.11: Design of SPL chamber to make the device bend. The device

will bend towards where ice is filled.

evenly spaced SPL chambers surrounding a central pneumatic chamber for

actuation made of Ecoflex 30. All individual SPL chambers are not con-

nected with each other, and is filled using a syringe. Using plastic molds to

manufacture the pneu-net device, its initial state has air filling each SPL

chamber. After filling them with water using the syringe, the state can

then be changed to solid by freezing the water inside a temperature con-

trolled chamber at -10
◦
C. In the following, we use heat to melt specific

SPL channels to ’pattern’ a design, then actuate the pneumatic chamber to

show different morphologies to achieve multi-mode morphing. Melting all

SPL channels and simply refreezing it enables the device to be patterned

again, making the system reprogrammable.

Figure 3.11 show how bending of the pneu-net device is achieved through

anisotropic filling of SPL chambers. For instance, if SPL chambers on the

left are filled with air, and the right filled with ice, the pneu-net device will

bend towards the right upon inflation of the pneumatic chamber. Similarly,

if SPL chambers on the left are filled with water, and the right filled with

ice, the device will bend towards the left. This is achieved by using the
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3.6 Pixelated multi-mode morphing

difference in effective stiffness of fluid and solid, which we explained in

§3.2 and showed through experiments in §3.3. Using different states of

matter in each SPL chamber to modulate effective stiffness, we can design

a single pneumatic device capable of different types of morphing using a

single input.

First, when all SPL chambers are filled with air or water as shown in

Fig. 3.12A and B, the device inflates isotropically in both h and r axes,

upon inflation of the central pneumatic chamber. If all SPL chambers are

filled with ice as shown in Fig. 3.11C, when inflated to the same pressure

P1, the device is uncapable of deforming due to the high effective stiffness of

ice contained SPL chambers. From this state, if we melt the SPL chambers

on the right through heating using a hot plate as shown in Fig. 3.11D,

the device will bend towards the left (which we define as having positive

curvature). Similarly, if all SPL chambers on the left are emptied and filled

with air, while keeping SPL chambers on the right with ice as shown in

Fig. 3.12E, the device will bend towards the right upon inflation forming

a negative curvature. If only four SPL chambers located in the middle are

filled with ice while all others are filled with air, the device will form a

dumbbell shape upon inflation as shown in Fig. 3.12F.

Our pneu-net device can multi-mode morph using different configura-

tions of states of matter inside the SPL chambers, without the need of

sophisticated control inputs which are required in conventional soft robots

that is difficult to control. We demonstrated how phase transition can

be used to control local effective stiffness within a single pneu-net device

capable of different types of morphing.

3.6 Pixelated multi-mode morphing

Here, we present a pixelated multi-mode morphing pneu-net to control

each pixel using heat. In the previous section §3.5, we demonstrated how

SPL chambers can be used to show multi-mode morphing and also be re-

programmable by melting and refreezing. The cylindrical pneu-net device
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Figure 3.12: Experimental images of the device undergoing morphing from

the undeformed initial configuration (left). As the actuation pressure in-

creases (right), depending on the SPL chamber design in which different

states exist in each chamber, the device can inflate radially and stretch

(A, B), resist morphing (C), bend to the left (D), bend to the right (E) or

morph into a dumbbell shape (F).
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3.6 Pixelated multi-mode morphing

Stiffness programmable 

layer

Pneumatic actuation 
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Bottom plate
Single input

Figure 3.13: Schematics of how a pixelated multi-mode morphing pneu-net

is made. Top layer is composed of stiffness-programmable layer, middle

layer is composed of pneumatic actuation layer, and bottom layer is com-

posed of the same elastomer, but thicker.
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3.6 Pixelated multi-mode morphing

was focused in performing bending, stretching, and local stretching. Here,

we focus on the ability to create any shape by interacting with the envi-

ronment, acting as a morphing tangible display. The schematics of this

device is shown in Fig. 3.13, which is composed of 3 layers. The top layer is

designed to act as a stiffness programmable layer, with square pixels that

are not connected to each other. The middle layer acts as a pneumatic

actuation layer with all cells interconnected to be actuated using only a

single input. The bottom layer is composed of the same material with

greater thickness than the other two layers to ensure the inflation deforms

the cells upwards, not downwards. pneu-net device is made of Ecoflex 45

Near Clear, which is a translucent, soft elastomer. Each layer is bonded to

each other using a thin layer of uncured Ecoflex 45 Near Clear.

We filled each SPL chamber with air, water, and ice, then actuated the

pneumatic layer to observe how the pneu-net device morphs. In its bonded

state right after all three layers are combined, the pneu-net device contains

air in all of its SPL chambers as shown in Fig. 3.14. When actuated, we can

observe that all pixels inflate upwards by the same amount. In the case of

water, using a syringe, we fill each pixel with blue color-dyed distilled water,

then fill in the hole created by the syringe using Ecoflex 45 Near Clear and

wait for it to cure. Upon actuation, we observe the same morphology as the

one above as both gas and liquid do not contribute to the effective stiffness

of each pixel. Then, we put the device in a temperature controlled chamber

at -10
◦
C to freeze the water in the SPL pixels. Upon actuation, the ice

greatly increases the effective stiffness of each pixel, preventing it to deform

upwards.

Using our device, we can pattern different designs to activate wanted

pixels by starting from an initial state of freezing all the pixels as shown

in Fig. 3.17. There are various ways to melt the pixels. Rather than

using an embedded heating device installed inside the pneumatic device,

which would make it far more complicated, heavy, expensive, and harder

to control, we choose to use external heat sources to melt specific pixels.
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Figure 3.14: Experimental images of a pixelated multi-mode morphing

pneu-net with air, water, and ice filled in the SPL. When pneumatic layer

is actuated by pressurizing to 40 kPa, air and water show simultaneous

morphing of all cells, whereas ice shows resistance to morphing.
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3.6 Pixelated multi-mode morphing

We can either use a heat gun with a focused nozzle, or use our fingers to

use body heat to melt the pixels.

For the first morphology 1 shown in Fig. 3.17 on the left, we melt the

pixels shown in yellow inside a temperature controlled chamber at -10
◦
C.

After melting the wanted pixels, we then actuate the device by pressurizing

the pneumatic layer to 40 kPa. The letters ’SNU’ that were melted can

be seen to inflate upwards, while all other pixels resist deformation. Then,

we can decrease the pressure back to 0 kPa, then melt the device at room

temperature. After a few minutes, all the ice inside the SPL pixels melt to

become water. Then, we freeze all the water inside the pixels to return to

our initial state.

For our second morphology, we chose letters from a Braille display to

show that pixelated pneu-net is not used only for display, but can also be

used for its morphing capabilities, making it tangible. Not only can we met

the pixels using our hand which makes it tangible, we can also feel with

our hands which cells deformed up, and which didn’t. This can be used for

the visually disabled, as they are able to feel the pixels to read letters. The

pixels shown in white boundaries on the right are melted using a heat gun,

which is then pressurized to activate the pixels holding water. Then, the

device can be melted then refrozen to return to its initial state, ready to

be morphed to a different morphology.

Our device can also be used to show reversible plasticity. Previously,

inside a temperature controlled chamber, we melt wanted pixels using a

heating device and once all wanted cells are melted, we actuate the de-

vice at room temperature to morph into the wanted shape. However, if

we actuate the device inside the temperature controlled chamber and keep

it at constant pressure while melting the cells, we can observe individual

cells morph as they are melted, then refreeze to sustain their form as the

water quickly freezes after the heat is removed. This is shown in Fig. 3.15.

First, the initial pixelated morphing sheet contains ice inside the tempera-

ture controlled chamber which is seen in Fig. 3.15A. Then, using a heating

device, we melt wanted pixels inside the chamber as shown in Fig. 3.15B.
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A

B

C

Figure 3.15: (A) Initial pixelated morphing sheet with all water inside SPLs

frozen. (B) Melting specific cells (C) to create a ’+’ morphology.
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3.6 Pixelated multi-mode morphing

A

B

Figure 3.16: ’SNU’ cells that are actuated can be (A) molded using gypsum

to create an (B) ’SNU’ mold.

Finally, after all the wanted pixels are melted, we can see a cross shape

morphed while all other pixels remain flat. Even without supplying a con-

stant pressure afterwards, the morphology will remain the cross shape, as

the ice behaves plastic and maintains the shape. If we melt all the cells and

refreeze them, it will return to its original state at Fig. 3.15A, ready to be

morphed into a different shape.

Using our SPL embedded pneu-net to exhibit reversible plasticity char-

acteristics, we can apply this trait to create a mold. Fig. 3.16A shows

gypsum poured on top of the pneu-net device that has been plastically

morphed without the need of air pressure, into the shape of SNU. We chose

gypsum as it is able to solidify at subzero temperatures, as does not inter-

act with elastomers which makes it easy to remove after molding. Then,

we can remove the mold once the gypsum has solidified, resulting in an

SNU mold as shown in Fig. 3.16B. Using this approach, we are able to use
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our pixelated pneu-net as a molding device to morph into different shapes

depending on which cells we melt, then use gypsum or other molding ma-

terial to create molds that are easy to make without having to use multiple

molds which can be extremely costly and wasteful as conventional molding

methods require the use of CNC machines to create accurate metal molds,

or 1-time use through 3D printers.

We demonstrated how our pixelated pneu-net can be used to morph to

two different morphologies, but our device is not limited to a fixed number

of shapes, but can be limitless depending on which pixels we modulate

stiffness. For example, shapes such as a heart, car, smiley face, or a boat

can also be ’drawn’ on our device to show how high the degree of freedom

is by splitting a sheet into numerous pixels. The dimensions of our device

was created to be used by human hands, roughly setting the size of a single

pixel to that of a finger. The top wall thickness of our top and middle layers

were set to 300 µm to ensure the deformation of pixels is clearly visible and

sufficient to distinguish between activated and non-activated pixels.

Although we used water in our experiments, this device is not limited to

using heat as an extra stimulus to control stiffness, but other stimuli such

as magnetic, electric, chemical, or light can be used to modulate stiffness of

each pixel. For example, if we fill the pixels with gallium, we do not have

to use a temperature controlled chamber, but can phase transition solid

to liquid using only our body temperature. However, the disadvantage of

using such material would be the cost. Another example could be to use

gold nanoparticles mixed with water that give off heat when exposed to a

certain wavelength of light. Green laser can be used to heat individual cells

to create the same effect as we have shown.

3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have shown how to achieve multi-mode morphing

pneu-nets using an embedded stiffness programmable layer into the top

wall of a standard pneu-net. Conventional pneu-nets have a predetermined
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Pressurize

MeltMelt

Freeze

Ice

Water

Pressurize

Braille display

Morphology 2

Solid

Liquid Morphology 1

SNU

Figure 3.17: Reprogrammable pixelated pneu-net showing two different de-

signs. On the left, ’SNU’ cells are melted using a heat gun, then pressurized

to show the melted cells morphing while all others don’t. On the right, using

Braille display, an example of letters that can be read by visually disabled

people by touching the surface has been shown. Both designs can then be

melted, then refrozen to return to its initial state.
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designated shape upon actuation, which limits the use as different mor-

phologies require new pneu-nets to be made. However, by adding a simple

stiffness control layer, we can use a single pneu-net to morph multiple times

which would increase the functionality and morphology, eliminating the

constraints of a pneu-net while keeping the advantage of rapid actuation.

Using a simple trilayer model, we showed how the characteristics of a fluid

and solid can be used to change the effective stiffness in the SPL. Using our

results, we experimentally showed the resistance to morph for solids, and

ease of morph for fluids. Using liquid properties, strictly surface tension,

we showed different channel designs depending on the liquid used by using

a capillary burst valve. Applying our findings, we demonstrated two dif-

ferent multi-mode morphing pneumatic devices to show different types of

multi-mode morphing. The first cylindrical pneu-net showed how different

types of bending, stretching, and a dumbbell shape can be created from

a single pneu-net. Our pixelated pneu-net showed how a flat pneumatic

sheet can interact with the environment to create different shapes and let-

ters without having to create a complicated system by embedding circuits

into the pneu-net (Hwang et al., 2022). We believe that we have introduced

a simple yet effective method with promising possibilities to improve the

current state-of-the-art soft robots to perform complicated tasks without

having to increase the control complexity of the system.
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Chapter 4

Concluding remarks

Our focus of our research was on creating a more efficient soft robotic

system without having to increase the control complexity, or requiring a

complicated manufacturing procedure. We aimed to use a simple yet ex-

tremely effective method to create multi-morphing soft actuators, that can

be implemented into existing systems. Using the advantages of pneumatic

actuators of being cheap, easy to manufacture, and rapid actuation speed,

we increase the degree of freedom of morphing without compromise to show

the potential of future soft robots. In this chapter, we first summarize our

research findings in §4.1, then propose future works based on our research

in §4.2.

4.1 Summary of findings

Using the basic principle of pneu-nets, we developed a multi-morphing

pneu-net device using two different methods. First, we use the inherent

property of strain-hardening that exists for elastomers which makes it pos-

sible for the material to change stiffness depending on strain. This does not

require any special manufacturing methods and can be implemented into

any existing pneu-nets to morph more than once. Second, we introduced

an different method to modulate stiffness through a stiffness programmable

layer using an abundant material, water. Through phase transition, we

showed that stiffness can be controlled and explained theoretically using a
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4.1 Summary of findings

trilayer beam, the difference between the property of fluids and solids. For

both methods, we showed applications to perform various tasks without

having to increase the control complexity of the system.

In chapter 1, we introduced the state-of-the-art research for soft ac-

tuators and how they differentiate themselves from hard robots. Various

stimuli responsive soft actuators show high degree of freedom, but require

complex manufacturing methods or are hard to control. We stress the

importance of developing a multi-morphing soft robot that can perform

various tasks without being too expensive, require numerous inputs which

makes it hard to control, or have a lengthy manufacturing method.

In chapter 2, we harnessed the strain-hardening effect of soft elastomers

to create a multi-morphing pneu-net. We first showed how strain-hardening

elastomers have regions of softening and hardening which enables modules

within a single pneu-net to activate at different distinct pressures. We

change material and geometry of a pneumatic network to achieve vari-

ous multi-morphing: bending–twisting, stretching–bending, and bending–

bending. Using our theoretical model, we solved using Gent theory how

a unit cell would deform when subject to pressure while exhibiting strain-

hardening as it is stretched. Then, using numerical simulations, we were

able to design multiple sequential morphing pneu-nets to perform various

tasks. For example, our bending–twisting pneu-net was able to grasp, then

twist an object to turn on a bulb or open a door. Our stretching–bending

pneu-net was able to seal and move a flask from an unwanted environ-

ment, or could be used to design a self-standing crawler. Bending–bending

pneu-net was used to grasp two different objects at different sides using pos-

itive and negative curvatures of each region. We showed that conventional

pneu-nets can have increased morphing modes if the strain-hardening effect

is used accordingly. The manufacturing method required is identical of that

of a normal pneu-net, thus having no drawbacks to using this approach.

In chapter 3, we proposed another method to achieve multi-morphing

of pneu-nets through the use of phase transition. Using a simple trilayer

beam to model the top wall of a pneu-net, we showed that depending on
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what material exists in the middle layer sandwiched between two elastomer

walls, the effective stiffness of the structure can be calculated. In the case

of fluids, they cannot contribute to stiffness thus having low effective stiff-

ness. We showed that for the case of ice, it greatly increases the effective

stiffness, thus enabling us to control stiffness using liquid–solid phase tran-

sition. Using our findings, we experimentally demonstrated that for a unit

cell, fluids encapsulated inside a stiffness programmable layer (SPL) can

easily deform, whereas a solid like ice can resist deforming for the same

pressure range. We then showed using surface tension of different liquids,

we can integrate a capillary burst valve to control how far a liquid can travel

using a constant input pressure. Then, we showed two multi-morphing de-

signs, one in the shape of a cylinder to show various morphologies such as

bending, stretching, and even a shape of a dumbbell. Finally, we showed

a pixelated multi-morphing device capable of interacting with the environ-

ment to create various shapes and letters that can be used for visual and

tangible purposes such as a Braille display.

4.2 Future works

We increased the morphing mode of conventional pneu-nets using two

different approaches: strain-hardening effect of elastomers, and phase tran-

sition of liquid–solid. We showed several design methods and applications,

but we believe there are a lot of potential future works related to our re-

search which could further the progress of multi-morphing pneumatic sys-

tems.

Multi-morphing of pneumatic networks through strain-hardening

Our research focused on creating a sequential morphing device that can

perform two types of deformations rather than one from a single input.

However, our findings are not only limited to dual-morphing, but can be

designed to perform tri-morphing or quad-morphing. Theoretically, by con-

trolling the material used to strain-harden at different distinct pressures
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as well as designing the geometry of each section differently, a bending–

stretching–twisting robot can be made, for example. We also used con-

ventional materials used in pneu-nets made by Smooth-On products, but

strain-hardening is also observed in other soft materials such as hydrogels.

This can increase the stimuli used to control the soft robot without requir-

ing extra manufacturing processes as it can interact with the environment

to morph. By installing bistable structures within the pneu-net, we can

also make it easier to distinguish between each morphing, making it more

suitable to be used in real life applications. In order to develop these goals,

numerical simulations using different materials must be conducted to then

be made experimentally and tested.

Multi-morphing of pneumatic actuators through phase transi-

tion

In this chapter, we introduced using a simple concept of phase transi-

tion of liquid–solid to change the local stiffness within a pneumatic system.

The liquid we used was mainly water, and we used ethanol and acetic acid

to show the potential of using different liquids by exploiting properties only

liquids have. However, we believe that this is not limited to just using wa-

ter, but could work for any liquid–solid phase transition material depending

on the use of the system. For example, using magnetic-responsive liquids

could be used to respond with magnetic fields, or a photo-responsive par-

ticle could be mixed with a liquid to respond to a specific wavelength of

light. Furthermore, we introduced a cylindrical pneu-net for various multi-

morphing shapes, and a pixelated device to interact with the environment,

but the shape does not need to be limited to just cylindrical or a plate.

A more complex device can be manufactured to suit the needs of a task,

that is still easily controlled using a single input. By using different liquids

or changing the elastomer used, the degree of morphing can be increased

greatly to perform increased number of functions without having to use

complicated control mechanisms. We believe that in the future, these ap-

proaches can create huge impacts on soft robotics, and to our daily lives.
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A.1 Parameters used for multi-mode morphing of pneumatic

networks using strain-hardening

Symbol Quantity Value

w
t
c Twisting module chamber width (mm) 3

w
t
s Twisting module side wall thickness (mm) 0.5

d
t
c Twisting module chamber depth (mm) 16

d
t
f Twisting module depth wall thickness (mm) 2

h
t
c Twisting module chamber height (mm) 5.5

h
t
t Twisting module top wall thickness (mm) 1.5

θ Twisting angle (rad) π/4

w
b
c Bending module chamber width (mm) 16

w
b
s Bending module side wall thickness (mm) 1.8

d
b
c Bending module chamber depth (mm) 15.3

d
b
f Bending module depth wall thickness (mm) 2.7

h
b
c Bending module channel height (mm) 3.6

h
b
b Bending module bottom wall thickness (mm) 1

h
b
t Bending module top wall thickness (mm) 1

µII Elastomer II shear modulus (kPa) 56

µIII Elastomer III shear modulus (kPa) 80

µVI Elastomer VI shear modulus (kPa) 600

Table A.1: Parameters used for pneu-nets of different materials.
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A.1 Parameters used for multi-mode morphing of pneumatic

networks using strain-hardening

Symbol Quantity Value

wc Chamber width (mm) 5.5

ws Side wall thickness (mm) 1.8

d
u
c Upper chamber depth (mm) 46

d
l
c Lower chamber depth (mm) 10

df Depth wall thickness (mm) 3

h
u
c Upper chamber height (mm) 3.8

h
l
c Lower chamber height (mm) 10.8

hb Bottom wall thickness (mm) 3

h
u
t Upper chamber top wall thickness (mm) 10

h
l
t Lower chamber top wall thickness (mm) 3

µIII Elastomer III shear modulus (kPa) 80

Table A.2: Parameters used for pneu-nets of different thicknesses.
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A.1 Parameters used for multi-mode morphing of pneumatic

networks using strain-hardening

Symbol Quantity Value

w
m
c Middle chamber width (mm) 12.1

w
l
c Lower chamber width (mm) 3.1

w
m
s Middle chamber side wall thickness (mm) 4

w
l
s Lower chamber side wall thickness (mm) 8.5

d
u
c Upper chamber depth (mm) 60

d
m
c Middle chamber depth (mm) 50

d
l
c Lower chamber depth (mm) 60

df Depth wall thickness (mm) 5

hc Chamber height (mm) 3.9

hb Bottom wall thickness (mm) 1.2

ht Top wall thickness (mm) 2

µIII Elastomer III shear modulus (kPa) 80

µVI Elastomer VI shear modulus (kPa) 600

Table A.3: Parameters used for pneu-net combinations of different air

chamber geometries.
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국 문 초 록

변형 경화 또는 상전이를 이용한 공압 기반 

다중-모드 모핑 소프트 액추에이터

서울대학교 대학원

기계항공공학부

정 한 비

요 약

본 연구에서는 엘라스토머 재질로 둘러싸인 채널인 뉴-넷을 이용

하여 다중 모드 변형이 가능한 소프트 시스템을 개발하였다. 시스템

에 연속체 물성 제어 기술 연구를 진행하였고, 하나의 공압 입력으

로 두 번 이상 변형할 수 있는 다중 모드 시스템을 엘라스토머의

변형 경화와 상전이를 이용하여 강성을 조절할 수 있는 메커니즘을

규명하였다.

먼저, 엘라스토머의 변형 경화를 이용하여 강성을 조절할 수 있고,

이 현상을 이용하여 다중 모드 모핑이 가능한 조건을 실험적으로

규명하였다. 뉴-넷 채널의 두께와 면적, 재질을 조절해 한 공압 파

이프로 두 가지 이상의 변형을 만들어낼 수 있다는 결과를 보였다.

연속체 물성의 성질을 젠트 이론으로 모델링해 이중 변형이 가능하

다는 것을 이론적으로 해석하였다. 이 개념을 이용하여 굽힘-굽힘,

팽창-굽힘, 굽힘-회전 운동이 가능한 로봇을 만들었다. 이 시스템을

이용해 두 가지 크기의 물건을 각각 다른 압력에 집을 수 있는 소
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프트 그리퍼를 만들고, 내용물이 든 유리병 입구를 폐쇄하고 들어

올리거나, 전구를 잡고 돌려서 킬 수 있는 운동을 보였다. 본 연구

는 하나의 공압 파이프로만 다중 모드 변형이 가능한 시스템을 제

작하는 방법을 제시하였다는 점에서 의의가 있다.

다음으로, 액체-고체의 상전이를 이용하여 재프로그램이 가능한 뉴

-넷 시스템을 개발하였다. 뉴-넷 윗 벽에 강성을 제어할 수 있는 레

이어를 넣어 액체를 체워 다중층 뉴-넷을 만들었다. 액체는 강성이

없고, 고체는 강성이 있다는 점을 활용해 무수히 많은 변형을 할 수

있는 뉴-넷 시스템을 개발하였다. 강성을 제어하는 다중층에 고체가

들어가 강성을 줄 수 있다는 현상을 빔 이론을 이용하여 규명하였

다. 외부 열로 인해 픽셀 단위로 나누어진 시스템을 극부적으로 고

체로 채워진 픽셀을 액체로 녹이면, 녹인 디자인에 따라 변형이 달

라지는 것을 실험적으로 보였다. 본 연구는 제어하기 쉬운 하나의

공압 파이프로만 무수히 많은 변형을 만들 수 있는 시스템을 개발

하였다는 점에서 의의가 있다.

주요어 : 연성 물질, 소프트 액추에이터, 뉴-넷, 다중 모드

학 번 : 2017 – 26227
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